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ABSTRACT
Electron beam instabilities occuring in a gyrotron electron beam can induce an energy
spread which might significantly deteriorate the gyrotron efficiency. Three types of instabilities are considered to explain the important discrepancy found between the theoretical
and experimental efficiency in the case of quasi-optical gyrotrons (QOG): the electron
cyclotron maser instability, the Bernstein instability and the Langmuir instability. The
low magnetic field gradient in drift tubes of QOG makes that the electron cyclotron
maser instability can develop in the drift tube at very low electron beam currents. Experimental measurements show that with a proper choice of absorbing structures in the
beam tunnel, this instability can be suppressed. At high beam currents, the electrostatic
Bernstein instability can induce a significant energy spread at the entrance of the interaction region. The induced energy spread scales approximately linearly with the electron
beam density and for QOG one observes that the beam density is significantly higher
than the beam density of an equivalent cylindrical cavity gyrotron.

I. INTRODUCTION
In high power microwave sources such as the gyrotron and the free electron laser,
the conversion efficiency from free kinetic energy of a magnetized electron beam to electromagnetic energy is strongly dependent on the electron beam quality at the entrance
of the interaction region. In general, the electron beam quality can be characterized
by the relative spreads of two independent variables, (5\\ = v\\/c, the normalized parallel
velocity (c is the speed of light) and the energy 7 where 7 = 1/J1 — flj — (3j_, with
/3X = V_L/C being the normalized perpendicular velocity. The relative spreads are defined
as <5/3|| = A/?n/(/3||) and 67 = ^/{-y)

with A... and (...) being the rms standard deviation

and mean value respectively. Two classes of beam quality are commonly distinguished,
#7 = 0 (monoenergetic beam) and 67 7^ 0.
If no instabilities occur between the cathode and the interaction region, the electron
beam can be considered as almost monoenergetic since the energy spread induced by the
DC space charge accross the thin beam is negligible. In this case the parallel velocity
spread can be directly converted into pitch angle spread 6a, with a = 0±/@\\. The
origin of pitch angle spread is mainly due to beam optics effects such as cathode surface
roughness [1,2] and laminar beam flow after the cathode which breaks the adiabatic
constancy of the magnetic moment [3]. Beam diagnostics have been employed recently
to measure the beam velocity distribution in gyrotrons. They are based on the retarding
potential technique [4,5] and the electron cyclotron emission [6]. Both methods provide
only the parallel velocity spread and assume a mono-energetic beam in order to estimate
the pitch angle spread.
On the other hand, energy spread can be generated only if an instability develops
between the gun and the interaction region and in this paper, three different types are
considered. First, the electron cyclotron maser instability (ECMI) itself, on which the
generation of rf power in the gyrotron relies. This instability is of electromagnetic na-

ture and for a gyrotron operating close to cutoff, in the resonator region it converts the
rotational kinetic energy of the electron beam into elctromagnetic energy. Outside the
well denned resonator region, the ECMI could also become unstable in one or more of
the different beam transport structures between the electron gun and the collector. Its
signature is the presence of parasitic radio frequency radiation with a frequency close
to the electron cyclotron frequency. By parasitic one means rf oscillations with frequencies not related to the well defined modes supported by a Fabry-Perot resonator, for
a quasi-optical gyrotron (QOG), or the cavity in a cylindrical cavity grotron (CCG).
Such oscillations have been observed in the QOG [7-9] as well as in a cylindrical cavity
configuration [10]. It will be shown in this paper that the excitation of these oscillations
is strongly influenced by the beam tunnel structure. The second instability is the electrostatic Bernstein instability BI [11-14] which, on the contrary of the previous one, can
develop independently of an external electromagnetic structure like the beam tunnel. It
is therefore an intrinsic property of the electron beam and consequently more difficult
to suppress. The third instability is the Langmuir instability [15] which is also of electrostatic nature, but needs a slow wave structure to get unstable. Such a structure is
present in gyrotron beam tunnels formed by a periodic stack of conducting and dielectric
rings (absorbing material) which is commonly used for suppressing the electromagnetic
instability [16]. Table I lists the dependency on the main experimental parameters of
the linear temporal growth rates Ui and frequencies urj2-n for the three instabilities. For
the typical electron beam parameters used in the design and operation of gyrotrons, the
growth rates of the three instabilities are listed in increasing order in Table I, with the
ECM instability being the most unstable.
The global effect of these instabilities on the electron beam properties is summarized in Fig. 1, where, on the basis of single-mode calculations with a Gaussian rf
profile and for a pencil beam, the effect of a total energy spread on the interaction
efficiency is shown. The relevant quantity is the efficiency reduction T](6y, /3^/rjo, where

r)0 = 77(57 = 0, <5/?n = 0) is the electronic efficiency for a monoenergetic beam. One
observes in this figure that the gyrotron efficiency is strongly affected by the energy
spread ($7 whereas the dependency on parallel velocity spread 8f3\\ is weak. This is due
to the fact that the gyrotron interaction is strongly dependent on the detuning parameter, A o = 1

— which is itself dependent on 7 (flce = eBo/mo is the non-relativistic

cyclotron frequency with e and m0 being the electron charge and rest mass respectively,
Bo is the dc magnetic field and fg is the gyrotron rf frequency). Experimental studies
of QOG show a systematic discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical efficiency [7,8,18], whereas in cylindrical cavity gyrotrons, a good agreement between theory
and experiment is found (Table II). In QOG gyrotrons, the observation of parasitic oscillations in the beam tunnel suggests an important electron beam degradation which
can partially explain the discrepancy between the calculated and measured efficiencies.
Since the data of Fig. 1 were computed with a Gaussian rf profile, its relevancy also
encompasses cylindrical cavity gyrotrons with a high quality factor cavity.
In section II of this paper, the experimental setup is presented. Section III is devoted
to the experimental results for the ECM instability observed in a QOG beam tunnel.
A discussion of the effect on the electron beam of the different instabilities is made in
section IV. Section V will finally conclude the paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section the experimental setup will be outlined. In part A) the general experimental setup with the diagnostics for the measurement of the parasitic oscillations
excited in the beam tunnel will be described and in part B) details of the different beam
tunnels configurations will be given.

A. Global setup
A schematic of the QOG is given in Fig. 2, and a detailed description of the gun
and magnetic field configuration can be found in Ref. [7]. The laminar electron beam
is produced by a triode magnetron injection gun (MIG). The electrons emitted from a
temperature limited cathode are accelerated by a DC voltage (V& ^ 70kV), adiabatically
compressed by the applied magnetic dc-field (compression ~ 20) and guided through a
beam tunnel to reach the interaction region where the Fabry-Perot resonator is placed.
The electron beam has an annular cross section with a mean radius r& = 2.4mm in the
interaction region. The resonator axis is perpendicular to the beam propagation, so that
in the interaction region, the first metallic boundary felt by the electron beam in the
radial direction is the vacuum vessel (radius = 185mm). For such a configuration, it
has been shown in ref. [21] that the beam depression in the interaction region is mainly
determined by the spacing between the beam ducts. The oscillation on a resonator
mode could be prevented by inserting a plate of absorbing material (Macor) in front of
the mirrors. The magnetic field profile, as well as a more detailed description of the
experimental layout is shown in Fig. 3. On this figure, the dc magnetic field gradient in
the beam tunnel region is also shown. Due to the large size of the magnet system required
to accomodate the Fabry-Perot resonator, the magnetic field gradients in QOG's are low
compared to those of cylindrical cavity gyrotrons. Consequently, for QOG, the electron
beam travels in a beam tunnel for longer distances than in an equivalent cylindrical
cavity configuration. After the free space propagation section, the electron beam travels
again in a beam tunnel of variable cross section until it reaches the collector. In order
to prevent parasitic oscillations to occur in the beam tunnel after the free propagation
section, for some experiments the portion of beam tunnel labeled "section 3" in Fig. 3
was removed.
Different diagnostics have been used for the measurement of the parasitic oscillations

excited inside the beam tunnel. For mode identification, frequency measurements with
a resolution of 100kHz were performed with a series HP70000 spectrum analyzer. The
WRIO horn used for the detection of the rf signal was located on one of the viewing ports
shown in Fig. 2. For an estimation of the rf power emitted by the parasitic oscillations, a
Scientech laser calorimeter was modified by adding a thicker absorptive layer (3M Nextel
spray) to maximize the absorption in the 100 GHz range. This calorimeter was located
behind the collector window (Pos. 11 on Fig. 2) and its position with respect to the
beam tunnel, where the parasitic rf power is generated, allowed only a relative power
measurement. Measurements of the parallel velocity distribution function of the electron
beam, based on electron cyclotron emission, have been performed and the diagnostic is
described in Ref. [6].

B. Beam tunnels
Three different types of beam tunnels ( sections 1 and 2 in Fig. 3) have been studied.
The simplest configuration consists of a section (L — 220mm) of constant radius
(rw = 5mm) OFHC copper tube. It has been choosen since it allows a relatively simple
modeling of the interaction between the electron beam and the electromagnetic modes
(EM) supported by the beam tunnel. These modes are the T E m n and T M m n modes
of a cylindrical waveguide (m and n are the azimuthal and radial index respectively),
with the most unstable modes for the ECM instabilty being the TE m n modes near
cutoff. The longitudinal EM field profile can be assumed to be that of a standing wave,
since at both ends of this section there are important discontinuities causing significant
reflections. Using a scattering matrix code (CASCADE [22]) the resonant frequency and
diffractive quality factor of the TE m n > ? mode (q is the longitudinal index) have been
calculated for the real geometry and are shown in Fig. 4 for the mode TE0,3,g which has
been observed experimentally. The resonant frequencies correspond to the resonances

of a closed cylindrical cavity and are given by fmng
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va = —— is the group velocity and Ri and R2 are the reflection coefficients
uL
of the beam tunnel section. For resonant frequencies close to cutoff, the ohmic quality
a;3 Z r3
factor can be approximated by Qa cz -— 2 'p (* — ( m /Xmn) 2 ), where ZQ — 37717 is
the vacuum impedance and Rs is the surface resistivity. Within this approximation, Q&
is independent of the longitudinal index q. The total quality factor, which is relevant
for the calculation of the starting current, is given by: \jQtot — 1/Qdi/f + 1/Qn- Notice
that for this beam tunnel configuration, the total quality factor is comparable to the
total quality factor of the Fabry-Perot resonator (QtFP — 10000) [7].
The two other configurations of beam tunnels are shown in Fig. 5 and are both
dielectrically loaded. Both structures consist of a stack of copper and dielectric rings.
The inner diameter of the copper ring, r^ is smaller than the inner diameter of the
dielectric ring r,a in order to avoid charge build up inside the dielectric caused by an
eventual electron beam interception. For both structures the smallest inner radius of the
metallic rings is equal to the radius of the smooth beam duct (rw = 5mm) and in some
cases the inner diameter of the copper rings were wedge shaped as shown in Fig. 5 b)
(sectionl). The dielectric properties of the different materials used are listed in Table III.
The calculation of the resonant modes and the losses can be made with CASCADE, with
the only restriction that the axes of symmetriy of each element have to be aligned (no
off-axis element). For symmetric TM modes (m = 0) with the additional restriction
that Td = Tdi a model has been developed by Tigelis et al. [16]. For the case of the
periodic beam tunnel (Fig. 5a)), the axial dependence of the azimuthal component of
the electric field, Eg, calculated with CASCADE, is shown for a resonant TE mode in
Fig. 6. The resonant frequency of this mode is 97.9GHz and in the calculation, it has

been assumed that r ci = rdi. For r < r^, its transverse structure is similar to the TE 03
profile of a smooth beam duct with rw — r^. The short wavelength modulation on the
axial profile is due to the presence of the dielectric and one observes that the amplitude
of the electric field is larger in the metallic rings. In general, for the periodic structure,
the transverse profile of the resonant mode in the vacuum region (TE^

for r < r^) is

like the transverse profile of the corresponding mode (TEmvW) for the smooth beam duct
with Tci — rw. The additional loading caused by the dielectric, is illustrated in Fig. 7,
where the total quality factor Qtot {^ I Qtot = 1/Qdiff + VQn + ^IQdieiectric) is plotted
against er for MgO-SiC.
The slow-wave property of the periodic structure is shown in Fig. 8 where the dispersion relation of a low frequency fundamental TM mode is shown. The dielectric constant
has been taken to be real with e — er — 7 and, as shown by Tigelis et al. [16], the
imaginary part of e has only a weak effect on the dispersion relation. The beam line
given by kzvz is also shown and the intersection with the dispersion relation gives the
frequency of an eventual Langmuir instability as it will be discussed later.
The fact that in the periodic beam tunnel, the transverse profile of the resonant
modes is weakly affected by the dielectric, has suggested the design of the aperiodic
structure(Fig. 5 b)) in order to locally break the coupling between the EM wave and the
electron beam. No numerical modeling of the aperiodic structure has been made due to
the required CPU time and the difficulty to numerically find the resonant mode of such
a structure.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In part A of this section, observations of parasitic oscillations with the Fabry-Perot
resonator in place will be presented. In this configuration, simultaneous excitation of
parasitic modes and resonator modes is observed. In part B, experimental results on
parasitic oscillations without the Fabry-Perot resonator will be given for the various
8

beam tunnel configurations (smooth, dielectrically loaded periodic and aperiodic) as
well as measurements of the parallel distribution function for different electron beam
regimes.

A. Parasitic Oscillations with Fabry-Pe'rot resonator
The observation of parasitic oscillations has been made in several QOG experiments
with pulse length trf ~ 10ms [7,8]. For a lOOGHz QOG [7], Fig. 9 shows the emitted
frequency spectrum and rf-power versus beam current. As indicated, the experimentally
measured starting current IatFP for the excitation of TEMo,o,9 gaussian modes of the
Fabry-Perot resonator is IatFP — 1.3A, at this current the first resonator mode to be
excited is the TEMo,o,225 oscillating at a frequency of 100.6GHz. For beam currents
below IstFP, parasitic emission is observed in the frequency range 97 — 98GHz. It has
been verified that these signals are not associated to resonator modes since they are
independent of the mirror separation. For currents higher than IstFP there is coexistence
of parasitic and resonator modes. Experimental evidence shows that the emitted rf power
in the parasitic mode is strongly decreased by the presence of a resonator mode. A similar
result was obtained for the QOG described in Ref. [8].

B. Parasitic Oscillations without Fabry-Pe'rot resonator
In order to prevent the oscillation on TEM modes defined by the Fabry-Perot resonator the Macor absorbing plate has been placed in front of one of the two mirrors.

1. Smooth beam tunnel
For the smooth beam tunnel configuration, Fig. 10 shows the emitted spectrum of
parasitic oscillations versus magnetic field variation. The AB 0 = 0% value corresponds

to Bo = 4T and corresponds to the maximum of the axial magnetic field profile (z — 0.4m
in Fig. 3). In this figure, one observes that the relativistic cyclotron frequency

Qce/j

(-y = 1.129), represented by the oblique line, is in general higher than the measured
parasitic emission frequency which remains constant (horizontal lines). The pitch angle
variation versus AB0 is negligible [a{AB0 = -7%) = 1.08, a(AB0 = +4%) = 0.92] and
the electron beam average radius can be taken as constant with rb = 2.4mm {rb/rw =
0.48). One observes that the emitted frequencies correspond to the TE m n waveguide
modes denned by the smooth beam duct which also have a good geometrical coupling
with the electron beam. The excitation of these modes is particularly insensitive to
magnetic field variations. For a given excited T E m n mode (TE2,3 for example), a finer
structure is observed and corresponds to the excitation of different longitudinal modes
(TE 23(? ). At Q = 0.8, the smallest beam current at which these oscillations have been
observed is Istmin — 80mA.

2. Dielectrically loaded beam tunnels

Two types of periodic beam tunnels have been studied, the first one corresponds to
Fig. 5a) and has a constant inner radius of 5mm along the entire beam tunnel, whereas
the second has a conical output taper as shown in Fig. 3. In both cases, the mode
excitation and insensitivity against magnetic field variations is similar to the case of a
smooth beam tunnel.
The main effect of the dielectrically loaded beam tunnel on the parasitic mode excitation is observed with the aperiodic structure as it is shown in Fig. 11. With respect to
the two previous structures, there is no evident excitation of equivalent TE m n modes of
a smooth beam tunnel and in addition, the excited frequency are very sensitive to magnetic field variations. The observed frequency bands separated by A / = 810 ± 20MHz
can be explained by the excitation of modes inside the entire vacuum vessel which is
possible since the electron beam is not surrounded by a beam tunnel in the interaction
10

region. With a vacuum vessel diameter of d ~ 370mm one expects a mode separation of
A / = c/2d ~ 405MHz, which is approximately half of the measured frequency gap. The
important result is that the loaded aperiodic structure suppresses the ECM instability
inside the beam tunnel. Figure 12, shows the experimentally measured minimum starting current versus pitch angle (a) for all the studied beam tunnel configurations. As
pointed out above, for the aperiodic loaded structure, the excitation of parasitic modes
does not correspond to mode supported by the beam tunnel. The two sets curves labeled
a) and b) correspond to a same beam tunnel structure, but have been taken for two different experimental situations. The set labeled a) corresponds to a situation where the
electron beam could be established reliably without problems, whereas the set labeled
b) has been measured after a situation were many arcing events where observed.
The correlation between the two sets of starting current curves and the parallel
velocity distribution function can be seen in Fig. 13, where the measurements have
been performed using the ECE diagnostic. The filled dots, with a measured spread
of <5/?n = 2.7% correspond to the lower starting current curves [ set a)] of Fig. 12,
correspondingly the open dots, with 6/3\\ = 5.7% yield a larger starting current (set a) of
Fig. 12). The high sensitivity of the minimum starting current of the ECM instability on
6/3\\ (67 = 0) can be associated to excitation of higher order longitudinal modes (q > 1)
as it has been shown by Kreischer et al. [23]. For both cases, the parasitic oscillations
in the beam tunnel were excited and the beam parameters were: Vb = 62kV, a = 1
and h — 500mA. Since the ECM instability does not affect the parallel momentum for
resonant modes close to cutoff, it is very likely that the parallel velocity spreads are
generated in the gun region. In this same figure, the distribution function predicted by
a trajectory code is shown. As it is currently observed in gyrotrons [4-6], the measured
parallel velocity spreads are significantly larger than the calculated one's.
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IV. DISCUSSION
A. ECM instability
For the smooth beam tunnel structure, a linear theory including the axial variation
of the magnetic field [24] can be used for calculating the starting current of the parasitic
TE m n modes. The starting current is defined as

1

_
st —

st —

T77\ '
VlinVbQtot

with W, Vb and r]un being the rf stored energy in the cavity, the acceleration voltage
and linear efficency, respectively. As discussed in reference [24], j]nn mainly depends
on the geometrical coupling factor between the electron beam and the EM modes, the
interaction length and the frequency mismatch (or detuning) between the relativistic
electron cyclotron frequency and the rf-frequency.
For our experimental configuration, the annular electron beam radius and {a) can be
taken as constant in the considered interaction region (L = 220 mm). The longitudinal
profile of the EM mode on which the interaction takes place, is assumed to be that
of a standing wave with an axial dependence of the form sin(q-z),

where q indicates

the longitudinal mode number. Using the actual magnetic field profile. Fig. 14 shows,
for the TE2.3 mode, the minimum starting current and frequency versus magnetic field
variation B/Bo for the 20 first longitudinal modes. As shown in Fig. 15, the extremely
low starting current values of Fig. 14 are mainly due to the strong L 3 dependence of the
linear efficiency r)un on the interaction length L. In this figure, the continuous lines are
calculated starting currents assuming a constant magnetic field and the TE2,3,i i 3sonant
mode. The dotted line represents the starting current calculated by considering an
interaction region of L = 220mm, but with the axial magnetic field profile of Fig. 3.
The significant difference between the calculated and measured starting currents can be
associated to the fact that in the calculation one assumes a cold beam (6 a = 5^ — 0),
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and that the coupling factor between the rf EM mode excited in the beam tunnel and the
detection horn is very weak and makes the measurement of the starting current difficult.
The effect of the axial variation of the magnetic field is similar to the constant magnetic field case but with a shorter equivalent interaction length Leq < L. The spectrum
of parasitic modes excited in a smooth beam tunnel, is well modeled by the linear theory
as it is shown in Fig. 16. In this figure, in part a), the experimentally observed parasitic
modes versus pitch angle a are shown and in part b), the minimum starting currents
versus a has been calculated for different TE m n modes. Notice that the measurement
have been taken with a beam current

/J,=1A,

which is significantly larger than the min-

imum starting current shown in Fig. 16b. This might explain the multimode excitation
of TE42 and TE03 observed for a > 0.7. Within linear theory, the energy spread scales
linearly with the electric field amplitude associated to the rf parasitic oscillation and
for the parameters of the present beam tunnel is in the range of 67 = 0.4 — 0.6% and
corresponds to an interaction efficiency below 5%. As shown in Fig. 1, this values of
energy spread can already reduce the interaction efficiency on TEMo,o,9 mode supported
by the Fabry-Perot resonator.
As pointed out earlier, the resonant mode transverse structure of the dielectrically
loaded periodic beam tunnel, is weakly affected by the dielectric rings. Therefore, compared to the previous analysis, only the total quality factor will be decreased by the
presence of the loading. For the longitudinal structure of a resonant mode (TE03) shown
in Fig. 6, the minimum starting current versus loss factor £j is shown in Fig. 7. In order
to take into account the actual profile of the resonant mode, the starting current has
been calculated using a model developed by Latham et al. [25]. One observes a saturating effect of the total quality factor with respect to the loss factor £(. Similarly to
the case of the smooth beam tunnel, the minimum starting current is strongly dependent on the interaction length. A quantitative comparison of the calculated minimum
starting current with the experimental measurement is difficult due to the observation
13

that parasitic modes could be excited in the vacuum vessel. Nevertheless the important
results are that according to the calculations, the loading with dielectrics on a periodic
structure is able to increase the minimum starting current for the excitation of parasitic
modes, but for typical beam currents of high power gyrotrons (If, > 20A) the parasitic
modes would still be excited in the beam tunnel for the QOG configuration studied here.
Experimental evidence shows that the aperiodic structure suppresses the parasitic modes
in the beam tunnel. In order to prevent parasitic oscillations in structures other than the
beam tunnel, the loading of the vacuum vessel with an absorbing layer (e.g. Titanium
dioxide (TiO2) [26]) is required.

B. Bernstein instability
Due to its electrostatic nature, the Bernstein instability develops itself within the
electron beam and does not depend on external boundary conditions like those defined
by a beam tunnel. This property makes that, experimentally, the observation of this
instability is only made in a very indirect way by measuring the induced energy spread
with the ECE diagnostic (see discussion in Ref. [6]), provided that no other instability
are excited.
It is shown in ref. [11], that the saturation level of this convective instability has a
weak dependence on the magnetic field gradient but a very strong dependence on the
electron density which makes this last quantity, the relevant parameter for evaluating
the induced energy spread. Figure 17 [11] shows a 2D calculation of the saturated energy
spread 6-f versus normalized electron beam density LJ^/Q^,

where ujpf,/2iT and VLce/2ir are

the electron plasma and cyclotron frequencies, respectively. The external magnetic field
is constant. For the beam current levels at which we have observed the parasitic modes
associated to an ECM instability, the energy spread induced by the BI is negligible, but
assuming that the ECM instabilty has been stabilized by using a aperiodic dielectric
loading in the beam tunnel, for high-power gyrotrons, the energy spread induced by
14

the BI can be significant if the normalized beam density u^/Q^

is larger than 2.10

4

(see Fig. 17) at the gyrotron operating current. For a given beam current /{,, the larger
beam density found in QOG configurations compared to a cylindrical cavity gyrotron is
essentially due to the choice of an average beam radius which is optimized for maximum
coupling with the TEMo,o,<j mode supported by the Fabry-Perot resonator. In QOG, the
beam radius rg in the interaction region is choosen such to maximize the geometrical
coupling factor G±(rg) = -- ( 1 ± J0(2Axs)), where Jo is the 0th order ordinary Bessel
Z

function and k is the free space wave vector. In practice, the second or third maxima of
G± is considered, which yields a normalized density

OJ^/Q2^

at Ib = 10A of 3. — 5. 10~4.

At this current level of 10A, the corresponding normalized density in a cylindrical cavity
gyrotron is 0.75 10~4, which is significantly lower than the QOG. 2D calculations of the
energy spread induced by the BI and where the actual magnetic field profile is taken
into account gives, for Ib = 20A, £7 =0.6% for the QOG [7] and 6-y =0.12% for the
CCG [20]. The electron beam density in QOG can be decreased by either increasing the
beam radius or making the beam thicker. Optimizations studies of the rf-efficiency for
such beams are presently underway.
Numerical simulations performed by Jost et al. [27], for the case of a smooth beam
tunnel configuration, shows that when the BI and the ECM instabilities are simultaneously excited, the induced energy spread associated to the BI is always negligible
compared to the one induced by the ECM instability.

C. Langmuir instability
The periodic loaded beam tunnel 5a) supports the propagation of a low-frequency
(3-5GHz) slow-wave as shown in Fig. 8. The interaction of TM modes with the electron
beam is essentially described by the parallel equation of motion dpz/dt =

—eEz(z,t)

where Ez(z, t) is the parallel component of the electric field associated to the TM mode.
Within a linear theory [15] the starting current of the instability versus beam tunnel
15

length is shown in Fig. 18 for a dielectric corresponding to MgO-SiC and for different
magnetic field gradients. As for the ECM instability, one observes that the minimum
starting current is strongly sensitive to the interaction length, but shows a weak dependence on the magnetic field gradient. In our present configuration, the location of the
beam tunnel is such that a gradient of 50 G/mm is a good approximation of the actual
magnetic field profile which implies a minimum starting current for this instability of
8-9A if Ltot = 220mm is considered. No experimental evidence of the excitation of such
an instability has been found. The main reason is the fact that the dielectric losses are
so important that almost all the generated rf power is dissipated into the dielectric. An
estimated value of the ratio between generated and diffracted power is of the order of
10" 5 . This very small value together with a very weak coupling between any rf-fields
generated in the beam tunnel and the detection horn makes that the rf signal is below
the detection limit of the diagnostic. The minimum starting current of this instability
can be increased by using an aperiodic loaded structure which locally breaks the interaction between the electron beam and the slow wave structure supported by the periodic
configuration.

D. Magnetic field-gradient effects
An important difference between the QOG configuration and the CCG is found in
the magnetic field gradients experienced by the electron beam traveling from the cathode
to the interaction region. For the latter configuration, these gradients are significantly
larger than for the QOG. A relevant quantity for comparing the magnetic field gradient of different gyrotron configurations is the magnetic field variation over a cyclotron
27vcy

wavelength Ar = —

, where Q r e m a I is the maximum cyclotron frequency along the

^ Lcemax

magnetic field profile. Figure 19 shows the dependence of Xc— for two QOG and for
dz
two cylindrical cavity gyrotrons where the position z = 0 represents the center of the
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gyrotron cavity. For the 100 GHz QOG one observes an extremely long section in the
beam tunnel region where the gradient is small, the double hump magnetic field profile
of the 90 GHz QOG makes that a zero gradient section is found inside the beam tunnel
where the pitch angle is simultaneously maximum. Conversely, for the cylindrical cavity
configurations, the gradients are always larger and the flat portion of the magnetic field
profile is found at the entrance of the interaction region. As it has been discussed earlier,
the Bernstein and Langmuir instabilities are relatively insensitive to magnetic field gradient whereas the ECM instability shows a very strong dependence and the excitation
of parasitic oscillations in the beam tunnel is favored in a QOG.

V. CONCLUSIONS
An experimental study dedicated to the observation of parasitic modes in a gyrotron
beam tunnel has been presented. The observed radiation is due to the Electron Cyclotron
Maser instability which excites eigenmodes of the beam tunnel (parasitic modes) at
beam currents levels much lower than the minimum starting current of a TEM mode
supported by the Fabry-Perot resonator. Even at low power levels, the parasitic modes
can induce a significant energy spread in the electron beam which significantly lowers
the gyrotron interaction efficiency. It is shown that the excitation of parasitic modes is
strongly dependent on the geometry of the beam tunnel, the geometrical structure of
the dielectric loading and the magnetic field gradient in the beam tunnel. Experimental
evidence shows that an aperiodic stack of conducting and dielectric rings suppresses the
parasitic modes in the beam tunnel, despite the unfavorable low-gradient magnetic field
configuration.
At high power level, the required beam current and cross section makes that the
electron beams presently designed for QOG have an electron density higher than for an
equivalent cylindrical cavity configuration. For the presently designed electron beams,
the electrostatic Bernstein instability can grow to a level at which the induced energy
17

spread can significantly reduce the interaction efficiency. This type of instability is only
dependant on the beam density and in order to decrease it, larger radius or thicker beams
are required. Theoretical calculations are presently underway which will eventually allow
to a beam optimization with lower beam densities.
A discussion on the excitation of electrostatic Langmuir instabilities in a periodic
beam tunnel is made. In order to prevent the excitation of such waves, the aperiodic
loaded beam tunnel described above for the suppression of the electromagnetic instability
would simultaneously suppress the Langmuir instability.
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TABLES
growth rate

instability

frequency

ECM

27T ~

* 7 27T

^n ~ cllcs.

Bernstein

2TT

2

Langmuir

1

Wj OC {uJpe)3J3zVg OC {Ib)*PzVg

*727r

wr sa kzc0z

TABLE I. Temporal linear growth rates and frequencies of the three instabilities, with
u>pe = n;,e2/moeo the non-relativistic plasma frequency, where rib is the electron beam density,
e the electron charge, mo the electron mass and eo the vacuum permittivity. The quantities /{,, s,
vg are the beam current, the cyclotron harmonic number and wave group velocity, respectively.

Gyrotron

f]theory

IJexp.

QOG 100 GHz [7]

22%

12%

QOG 90 GHz [8]

23%

16%

QOG 120 GHz [18]

23%

12%

CCG 39 GHz [19]

44%

42%

CCG 118 GHz [20]

34%

34%

TABLE II. Gyrotron efficiency comparison between quasi-optical gyrotrons (QOG) and
cylindrical cavity gyrotrons (CCG).

material

t a n 6 = £*•

MgO (95%)-SiC(5%)

12.54

0.053

A1N (60%)-SiC(40%)

26

0.29

Robax (Trademark)

5.72

0.058

TABLE III. Absorbers dielectric properties @ lOOGHz.
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1.2

FIG. 1. Calculated efficiency reduction 77(67, f3\\)/r)o [770 = 77(67 = 0,6/3\\ = 0)] as a function
of the energy spread £7 and for two different parallel velocity spreads 6(3\\ = 0%, 12%. A
Gaussian rf profile is considered with a normalized interaction length fj, = 18 [17] ({a) = 1.5,
{7) = 1.137) and a pencil beam with a beam current of /& = 10A. The distribution functions
for the energy and parallel velocity are gaussian.
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FIG. 2. Experimental set up. 1 Helmholtz coils. 2. Gun coils. 3. Electron gun (MIG). 4.
Beam tunnel before resonator. 5. Fabry-Perot resonator. 6. Output window. 7. Beam tunnel
after resonator. 8. Lateral window. 9. Collector. 10. Collector coils. 11 Collector window. 12.
Pump.
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FIG. 3. Magnetic field and magnetic field gradient profiles with details of experimental set
up. 1. Beam tunnel (section 1), 2. Beam tunnel (section 2), 3. Beam tunnel (section 3), 4.
Macor plate, 5. Fabry-Perot resonator, 6. Magnetron Injection Gun, 7. Gun valve, 8. Vacuum
vessel.
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FIG. 4. Calculated resonant frequencies a) and diffractive, ohmic and total quality factors
b) for the

TEQ,3

mode versus longitudinal index q.
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FIG. 5. Dielectrically loaded beam tunnels, a) is a periodic structure and b) is aperiodic.
The portion of beam tunnel labeled "section 2" corresponds to "section 2" in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 6. Calculated electric field profile (E#) at the resonance in periodic loaded beam tunnel
(MgO-SiC). Copper rings: r^ = 5mm, dc — 2mm. Dielectric rings: r<a = 5mm, r^o = 11mm,
dd = 3mm. The resonant frequency is 97.9 GHz and the radial profile for r < r^ is like the
TE03 profile of a smooth beam duct.
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FIG. 7. Computed total quality factor and minimum starting current versus

(er = 12.54,

MgO-SiC) for the periodic beam tunnel (TE^, / = 97.9GHz see Fig. 6).
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FIG. 8. Slow-wave dispersion relation in the periodic beam tunnel (thick line). The transverse profile of this mode under a copper disk is TMoi like and the beam parameters corresponding to the beam line (dotted line) are: VJ, = 70kV and a = 1.2. The open circle shows the
intersection between the beam line and the dispersion relation giving the frequency at which
the instability could be excited.
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FIG. 9. QOG power and frequencies versus electron beam current with the Fabry-Perot
resonator in place and a periodic beam tunnel. Parasitic oscillation frequencies are represented
by filled circles whereas empty circles represent an estimation of the parasitic rf-power. Frequencies associated to TEMoo^ modes supported by the Fabry-Perot resonator are represented
by filled squares. Empty squares describe the total rf-power (parasitic and Fabry-Perot mode)
measured at the output window.
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FIG. 10. Parasitic frequencies excited in the smooth beam tunnel versus magnetic field
variation. The electron beam parameters are: Vj, = 66kV, (a) = 0.92, /;, = 100 — 700mA,
BQ = 4T @ AJBo = 0.
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FIG. 11. Parasitic mode excitation versus magnetic field variation with aperiodic beam
tunnel for different types of configuration and dielectric (V{, = 73kV, BQ — 4T @ ABo = 0,
(a) = 1 - 1.5, Ib = 250 - 800mA). The columns "si" and "s2" in the table give the type of
structure of section 1 and 2 (c.f. Fig. 5), respectively. For the configurations D3 and D4, the
copper ring was wedge shaped as indicated in Fig. 5. The abbreviations ,"p", "a" and "r"
stand for periodic, aperiodic and removed, respectvely.
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FIG. 12. Parasitic oscillation starting current for different beam tunnel configurations. The
configurations labeled D2, D3 and D4 are listed in Fig. 11 (Vb = 66kV, Bo = 4T).
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FIG. 13. Parallel velocity distribution functions measured with ECE diagnostic for two
different MIG regimes (Vj, = 62kV, (a) = 1, /& = 500mA). The thick continuous line corresponds to the distribution (assumed to be gaussian) given by the trajectory code DAPHNE,
the dotted line and the thin continous line are least-square fit of a gaussian distribution on the
experiemental datas.
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FIG. 14. TE2,3,9 minimum starting current for q = 1 — 20 versus magnetic field variation
B/Bo (Vb = 67kV, BQ = 4T, (a) = 1, rb = 2.4mm, rw = 5mm).
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FIG. 15. Influence of interaction length on the starting current for a uniform magnetic field
and for the actual profile. Resonant mode: TE2,3,i and the beam parameters are, BQ = 4T,
rw = 5mm, rf, = 2.4mm, Vb = 66.5kV, a = 1.
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current.
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FIG. 17. 2D calculation of the energy spread induced by the Bernstein instability [11].
Constant magnetic field.
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FIG. 18. Langmuir instability starting current for the periodic beam tunnel for a linearly
tapered magnetic field. The dispersion relation for the periodic structure and the beam properties are described in Fig.8.
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FIG. 19. Magnetic field and cyclotron frequency variation over the caracteristic length Af.
for two QOG configurations (GT100 and GT90) and for two CCG (GT118 and GT39).
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